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Quartz Characteristics:
The FASTEST, EASIEST and TOUGHEST quartz
system on the market. (Return to service in 24 hrs.)
has the appearance of solid or multiple colors.
Anti Slip, Conforms to OSHA requirements!
Custom colors available.
Manufacturer of Polyaspartic Polyurea Floor Coatings

Quartz Colors
Citadel Floor Finishing Systems offers
standard colors of quartz. Custom color blends are
also available, contact us for more information.

STANDARD COLORS
Black Ice

Black Granite

Sandalwood

Caramel

Red Tip

Sage Rush

Sahara

Chiffon Rose

Blue Granite

Southern Moss

Malibu

Sienna

CUSTOM COLOR EXAMPLES

Citadel Quartz Coating System

A very strong durable coating with extreme abrasion resistance
that maintains a rough texture that conforms to all OSHA slip
requirements. Great application in all commercial kitchens,
entry ways, industrial bathrooms, and heavy traffic areas.
This is our main seller to customers for any commercial and
industrial system. Unlimited color options for the quartz keeps
the design options open for any decorative work.

Blue Stone

Polyurea™
Polyurea is a two-component, 98% solids Polyurea primer/basecoat with unique
physical characteristics that make it a one-of-a-kind product.
Our Adjustable Cure Rate Technology™ allows the installer to customize the
workability and cure times of this material for use in any climate. Standard cure
times of this revolutionary product can range from 1 hour to 3 hours based on
the speed of material used and the temperature at the time of application. This
advancement once again shows Citadel Floor Finishing Systems’ commitment to
being the market leader in easy to apply floor coating systems.
Installations completed with Citadel’s Polyurea will save hours of time over
conventional systems and will cut consumable costs in half. It is hands-down
the BEST floor coating product on the market today, backed by a strong warranty,
countless months of testing, and thousands of square feet of proven success.

Clear Polyurea Top Coat
Full Broadcost Quartz
Tinted Polyurea Base Coat
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